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The Wordsworth Collection of Classic Short Stories
2007

these accomplished tales from the pens of great writers are object lessons in
the art of creating a literary masterpiece on a small canvas

A Collection of Short Stories and Poems
2015-03-15

i have no specific reason why i began writing short stories at the age of
seventy five only a suspicion seventy five years is a very long time and one
accumulates countless experiences many of which lay dormant in ones mind
until one day the people in those experiences begin to come together and you
have no idea what to do with them they are just memories but there is a story
in each and every one of them even though it takes years to realize it so
instead of just letting them sit in my old brain i began putting them
together and the result is the collection of short stories in this book i
have no idea if they are interesting or not all i know is they could not stay
in my mind any longer thank you for taking the time to read them

Looking @ Life
2015-07-09

愛犬を亡くして 悲しむビリーが作ったスノーマンとスノードッグが動きだします 一緒にあそんだり 空をとんだりして夢のようなひと時を過ごすビリー スノードッグ
を動かして あそびましょう

Society Silhouettes; Collection of Short Stories
2017-08-25

vester vade mecum a collection of short fiction compiles a variety of
important imaginative texts this book collects many enduring works of english
literature featuring authors such as washington irving mary shelley herman
melville oscar wilde pauline hopkins stephen leacock howard phillips
lovecraft and others plus the collection includes select fables by aesop and
fairy tales by the brothers grimm because such works are so foundational to
the body of english literature that developed since this is a collection to
delight educators and pupils alike

The Writer's Art
1950

this collection is mary e coe s first release of original short stories even
though the stories are fiction they address situations that many families
encounter love pain death struggle and ultimately forgiveness these are tales
of wonder strength and survival which speak to all walks of life
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The Bird of Promise : a New Collection of Short
Stories
1977

the beach a collection of short stories is a work of literary fiction

Fourteen from Four
2005

randolph he calls my name i still remember my name but my thoughts are
receding and i m becoming unclear of much of the details of my life like a
crystal ball filling with soot they re all leaving me the distant past was
first to go my childhood what my school looked like what i looked like my
family my friends all being absorbed into this death that swallows me there
are flashes of things before they disappear though hand me down clothes two
sizes too big falling off of my skinny arms and legs my hair growing long and
awkward in places due to home haircuts then flash again gone flash and then
there s college now at the forefront where i met my wife ella i had friends
whose names are now lost to me but she is there special different beautiful
one of the rich riding through college on parents money but she s not like
the other women or even like me from the short story the affair portraits in
the dark is a collection of nine tales that delve into the darker side of
human existence from a lonely man succumbing to the wiles of a mysterious
female to a young woman confronted with her own possible insanity this
compilation holds stories that range from the literary to the traditionally
macabre

スノーマンとスノードッグ
2014-10

short stories by 62 20th century authors

Vester Vade Mecum: A Collection of Short Fiction
2013

of pure intentions a collection of short stories and poems vol 1 arrives to
you with over three hundred pages worth of wonderful short stories poems and
unpolished prose from fantasy to gothic from horror to mystery from poppy
fiction to romance from young adult to so much more written by three
different authors this collection has twists turns surprises and selections
that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the very end with something
for everyone this collection is a perfect addition to any shelf
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A Collection of Short Stories - Featuring: Figment
of My Imagination
2017-06-09

thirty entertaining and mostly humorous short stories comprising life
experiences in which we can all relate it reminds us that every day in our
life is a unique experience and will not always be a bunch of roses as you
will find in this book there will be stories of good times and times to laugh
about on other occasions there will be earthquakes in our life but also hope
the writer draws on experiences in new zealand zambia thailand england
scotland switzerland and australia to write entertaining stories often with a
surprise twist he captures the dramatic moments in september and february
when christchurch new zealand was rocked by two large earthquakes the author
was nearby a six storey building which collapsed entombing 113 occupants an
avid short story reader i thought these were brilliant and must be published
the stories are not only told by brian but are brian reflecting his witty
sometime subtle sense of humour and play on words they are naturally thought
provoking david r moore m prof studs dip mgt cert qa

The Beach
2016-03-21

short stories ranging from sci fi humor and horror based on various body
parts

Portraits in the Dark
2006-08

richard is a recently retired loner who walks the short distance through the
well manicured garden to the swimming pool as he has every day since moving
to a villa as he swims in the early morning hours a guatemalan gardener works
nearby although the two men do not speak the same language they soon begin to
enjoy the benefits of an uncomplicated companionship that centers around the
beauty and scent of flowers in a collection of eleven short stories rj
stastny takes others on a poignant journey into a world of fact fiction and
fantasy of love unspoken and love lost magical dogs mysterious disappearances
murder and international adventure it is finally time for terry davis to
leave peru his friend roberto and the peace corps to return home to teach at
a small college but as a strange chain of events unfurls terry learns that
roberto is not who he says he is and even worse yet that he no longer has
control over his own life every day we write our own stories the ones we are
living and the others we live only in our dreams the long and short of it
pulls from the author s own experiences intertwining facts fiction and
fantasy into eleven short tales that offer a fascinating glimpse into the
lives of multiple characters facing diverse challenges and obstacles
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The World of the Short Story
1986

this carefully selected anthology contains witty humorous and entertaining
short stories by the classic authors mark twain oscar wilde sir arthur conan
doyle saki and jack london essential vocabulary is explained for the advanced
learner of english

Of Pure Intentions: A Collection of Short Stories
and Poems
2018-12-25

in a run down neighborhood in an unnamed city people live and die in the
obscure whether anyone remembers the real name of the derelict establishment
is a mystery in this six story building most who occupy the rooms are long
term residents though some stay for as little as an hour the patronage is an
eclectic group musicians writers addicts hookers lonely people poor people
rich people once well off people and those who have reason to hide from their
former lives or to escape the demands of a disapproving and punishing society
as shabby as the obscure is as long as its walls keep out the wind and the
rain it remains a shelter a hideaway and a home for the many bewildered souls
hotel obscure is a collection of seventeen short stories that all take place
in or around the the obscure while the stories stand alone they are to be
read in order some characters appear in multiple stories and sometimes a
story will continue in an unexpected way the obscure is life it is death in
the blink of an eye it may appear supernatural it is a place we all visit
whether metaphorically or physically at least once in our time on earth note
from the author i write characters as i hear them speak to me some of these
stories contain non gratuitous expletives and sexual references if this is
not to your liking please don t read this book thank you

Moments in Time
2012

fragments explores various facets of humanity through eight short stories
each of different subject matter but with a shared undercurrent of what can
best be described as honest humanness there s a gravedigger s uptake of a
small favor for his brother a young boy teaching his friend how to survive in
a haunted house and a valiant king s attempt to escape the clutches of death
there s also the arduous endeavor of a nameless boy to prove his existence
and a young girl s tortured wait for her partner s return home the daughter
of a scientist uncovers why exactly the ocean waves while a defunct human
does penance for calculated murder the collection then ends off with a rework
of the author s first ever published short which first appeared in literary
magazine catch the moment a tale of how an invalid flees when his home is
sieged dragging along with him the village leader and her trusted advisor
fragments is jachrys first self published collection of short stories his
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other works have appeared in numerous literary publications of which include
catch the moment the writing cooperative the ascent the bad influence
storymaker and literally literary

Body Parts
2005-04

flint lights the way to adventure new york times best seller master class
alternate historian and creator of the ring of fire saga eric flint delivers
an explosion of tales filled with well turned action wit and wonder first a
heart wrenching saga of love guts and daring as a husband and wife forced
into an arranged marriage fall in love for the first time while fighting
their way toward one another in the midst of an alternate roman war flint
follows with stories set in david weber s legendary honorverse and flint s
own 1632 series it s all topped with the gem of a tongue in cheek sword and
sorcery novella and writer s of the future grand prize winner that first
announced eric flint s arrival on the sf scene like a cannon shot a dawn at
the publisher s request this title is sold without drm digital rights
management

The Long and the Short of It
2022-06-26

after forty years in academia p s groenwald leaves a rich heritage which is
measured not only in terms of his impressive list of publications but also in
terms of those for whom he was the academic mentor his versatility as
academic is reflected in the variety of specialist fields in which his former
students find themselves experts in literature and linguistics lexicographers
and translators all found their niches under his tutelage in appreciation of
the enormous contribution that he made towards their careers and academic
schooling former students and colleagues have decided to honour him with this
festschrift

A Collection of Classic Short Stories
2010

what goes into a life these plays delve into key moments of love health and
family

Hotel Obscure
2018-10

primary text for middle school language arts methods courses presents
balanced attention to various teaching strategies processes and content
demonstrating how all of these connect to improve students abilities to
communicate
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Fragments
2020-11-22

the only collection of essays on one of britain s angry young men this book
contains discussions of most of wesker s published plays with an emphasis on
the more recent works essays reevaluate the plays that made wesker a
household name in britain the trilogy the kitchen and chips with everything
clive barker co director of centre 42 gives a fresh account of that movement
and playwright paul levitt provides a previously unrecorded history of
caritas blood libel and shylock a personal profile of wesker by novelist
margaret drabble is reprinted from an earlier article original essays cover
the theory and practice of theatre wesker s in text stage directions british
television s adaptation of his plays and an actor s and a director s
perspectives on working with the playwright major international weskerian
critics are assembled here klaus peter mÿller and heiner zimmermann from
germany rossana bonadei angela locatelli and alessandra marzola from italy
keith gore glenda leeming martin priestman jeremy ridgman margaret rose and
robert wilcher from great britain menakshi ponnuswami from india robert gross
kimball king and robert skloot from the united states these essays take a
wide range of critical approaches from an exploration of gender to semiotics
biography and the new historicism this is the most comprehensive collection
of criticism on arnold wesker to date every major weskerian scholar writing
in english has contributed a piece to this casebook originating in germany
italy great britain india and the united states their essays create an
international cultural context for wesker s plays they also position his work
among his contemporaries in his historical era and in the political and
theatrical environment that defines his world furthermore they form a
biographical profile of wesker often giving us firsthand accounts of turning
points in his career finally some essays evaluate and interpret the major
plays dissecting and scrutinizing the formal elements that make them distinct
their critical approaches are varied in that they make liberal use of
semiotics bakhtinian and communication theory cultural studies and
traditional readings their contributions compose a multi faceted view of
wesker s life and work setting out fresh arguments for all his plays

Classic Short Stories
1998

the first novella within the tottering trilogy book 1 the glass piano
princess alexandra of bavaria lives a secluded and cushioned life within the
walls of her palace she spends her days writing poetry translating literature
and dreaming of the world outside the silk and gold while her father
surrounds himself with dozens of mistresses and her mother tries to balance
her power in the government as well as her marriage coddled and trapped
within luxury alexandra s eccentric tendencies can usually be overlooked
until the day she discovers within herself a much larger strand of
instability an instability that could seal her fate of a lifetime of
entrapment
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Worlds
2009-02-01

this collection of short stories is the craig family s bold step towards
becoming writers all five of us hopefully anyway we will look back on this
and say ah this is when it all started for the past two years our family has
been entering the writersweekly com 24 hour short story writing contest the
contest occurs four times a year in the spring summer fall and winter and
consists of a provided thematic prompt a 24 hour deadline and a maximum word
count this book is divided into two or three stories from each contest from
fall 2016 to summer 2018 while the story lengths are short and tend to fall
between 750 and 1 000 words they still need to convey engaging storylines
believable characters and relatable themes whitman our family artist has
illustrated each chapter based on the prompt these are not all the stories we
have written for the contest just the ones we liked the best

Rabadia Ratshatsha
2007-11-01

are you up for a thrilling adventure when amy hears a dog howling in the
woods she s the first to come to the animal s aid after taking the animal to
the vet the mystery kids attempt to locate his owner but things don t quite
turn out as planned where has the dog come from why does the animal try to
enter a cottage after the owner declares he has never seen the animal before
what causes the children to pursue two men into the woods set in 1950 s
britain this adventure story will suit anyone who enjoys nancy drew the hardy
boys or the famous five the mystery series this middle grade series set in
1950 s uk will delight children of all ages perfect for fans of enid blyton
famous five secret seven carolyn keene nancy drew franklin dixon hardy boys
and gertrude chandler warner the boxcar children suitable for children 6 8 9
12 and even adults who love a clean and wholesome story full length novels
the mystery of smugglers cove the mystery of adventure island the mystery of
hidden valley the mystery of claw mountain the mystery of the golden dragons
the mystery of treasure island the mystery of four towers short stories the
mystery of the missing money the mystery of the missing gnomes the mystery of
the mysterious man the mystery of the strange notebook the mystery of the
golden elephant the mystery of the red balloon the mystery of the howling dog
the mystery of the hidden suitcase

Slice of Life
2020-06-21

a candy box reveals a son s true feelings for his mother a fish sculpture
creeps into a budding and healthy relationship a splint on a music teacher s
finger threatens to expose a secret objects can come to hold great power over
life and the course it takes this collection of short stories explores the
nuances of the human experience as objects of sentimental value nostalgic
appeal or cultural significance bear witness and shed light on all that
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remains unsaid a history of objects expertly demonstrates the ways in which
the inanimate are far from lifeless

Teaching Language Arts in Middle Schools
2000-02

from 1970s africa to mass hallucinations heralding the end of the world from
a man haunted by the spirit of his dead grandmother to a search for justice
involving a powerful figure from a couple facing a life changing event to
estranged family members reaching out and finding each other this collection
of short stories explores what happens when they connect for the first time
this collection of short stories was brought together by didcot writers in
2019 51 submissions were received and judged anonymously by members of the
team 31 were selected for publication from 30 authors the editors and judges
had certain expectations about the sort of stories we might receive but
readers will be surprised by the sheer variety of ways the authors have dealt
with the theme with a vast range of subjects and moods from science fiction
and fantasy to humour and gritty realism to literary fiction from uplifting
to humour to sad and bittersweet these stories show how a simple enough theme
just two words can spark off imaginative journeys that go in staggeringly
different directions as one of the contributors said it s just wide open you
can go anywhere with that theme and this collection proves it

Arnold Wesker
2014-05-01

ann beattie joyce carol oates richard bausch and twenty one other celebrated
american writers contribute to this moving anthology of fiction compiled by
the editors of the glimmer train literary quarterly in the ten plus years
since susan burmeister brown and linda b swanson davies founded glimmer train
they have introduced an astonishing array of talented and innovative authors
to a growing readership hungry for inspiring fiction the stunning stories in
this anthology many of which have never appeared anywhere except in glimmer
train stories explore one of the most complex emotional and psychological
ties of all motherhood and its many facets the writers in mother knows
include established authors as well as up and coming talents like junot dÍaz
and award winning writers like robin bradford nancy reisman lee martin and
doug crandell their stories demonstrate that motherhood is more than toilet
training and tantrum control as they portray the full fierce joyous and
frightening range of experience that marks this state of being mother knows
is a thoughtful and powerful exploration of the most mysterious bond in life

The Glass Piano
2013-12

after a medical career that spanned four decades barry finally has the time
to pursue a writing career that has always fascinated him these short stories
are his first professional attempt at writing sit back and enjoy the tales
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that he has created

Splitting Narratives
2018-12-22

through analyses of a wide range of chinese literary and visual texts from
the beginning of the twentieth century through the contemporary period the
thirteen essays in this volume challenge the view that canonical and popular
culture are self evident and diametrically opposed categories and instead
argue that the two cultural sensibilities are inextricably bound up with one
another an international line up of contributors present detailed analyses of
literary works and other cultural products that have previously been
neglected by scholars while also examining more familiar authors and works
from provocative new angles the essays include investigations into the
cultural industries and contexts that produce the canonical and popular the
position of contemporary popular works at the interstices of nostalgia and
amnesia and also the ways in which cultural texts are inflected with gendered
and erotic sensibilities while at the same time also functioning as objects
of desire in its own right as the only volume of its kind to cover the entire
span of the 20th century and also to consider the interplay of popular and
canonical literature in modern china with comparable rigor rethinking chinese
popular culture is an important resource for students and scholars of chinese
literature and culture

The Mystery of the Howling Dog (The Mystery Series
Short Story Book 7)
2015-05-02

this early work by h h munro was originally published in 1904 and we are now
republishing it with a brand new introductory biography reginald is a
collection of short stories including reginald s drama reginald on tariff s
reginald on worries and many more hector hugh munro was born in akyab burma
in 1870 he was raised by aunts in north devon england before returning to
burma in his early twenties to join the colonial burmese military police
later munro returned once more to england where he embarked on his career as
a journalist becoming well known for his satirical alice in westminster
political sketches which appeared in the westminster gazette arguably better
remembered by his pen name saki munro is now considered a master of the short
story with tales such as the open window regarded as examples of the form at
its finest

A History Of Objects
2022-02-12

a first collection of short stories poetry and letters by the blackwood
writing for pleasure group
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First Contact: a Collection of Short Stories
2019-09-17

see the sound and hear the sea a collection of short stories about his family
childhood etc

Mother Knows
2004-04-20

short story collection by author includes a look at happily ever after
homesick to tell the truth sixteen an american dream rick s tales the
cruelest month april in bermuda thirst the grace of a different choice

Life, Love, and Happenstance
2019-02-28

a collection of shorts stories illustrations and photos from contributors
around the world a cuppa and an armchair is a collaborative venture joining
writers artists and the charity equipe in a bid to raise much needed funds

Rethinking Chinese Popular Culture
2008-12-08

Reginald in Russia and Other Sketches
2015-04-23

New Writing
2015-06-24

See the Sound and Hear the Sea
2010-06-01

False Hope: A Collection of Short Stories by a
Creative Writing Student with an Inflated Ego
2004-05-01
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Thirst
2011-12-01

A Cuppa and an Armchair
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